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Assistance Band Pegs

Multi-Grip Pull-Up Bar

Resistance Band/Chain Storage

Swivel Grip Pull-Up Handles

Fully Welded Uprights

Chrome-Plated, Angled,
Numbered, Plate Storage

7 Gauge, Chrome-Plated, Offset
Racking With Laser-Cut Numbers

Monster Hooks
Independent Dip Attachments
Olympic Bar/Accessory Storage

Pro Series Self-Adjusting Bench
Dual Landmine Attachment

Technique Tray Attachment
Resistance Band Pegs

white = standard feature
orange = optional equipment

Bench Docking System

STANDARD FEatuRES
Overbuilt for Strength
11 gauge 3x3-inch tubing with offset 7 gauge, chrome-plated
racking with laser-cut numbering.
The Ultimate in Rigidity
Like most Legend Fitness items, the Pro Series Cages
have been developed with 3D CAD software to use as few
fasteners as possible. Each side of these cages is a single
welded piece, reducing the possible points of weakness while
reducing maintenance needs.
Monster Hooks
Oversized, dual peg, fully welded J-hooks with a carry
handle, number window and extremely durable yet
replaceable polymer contact surfaces. Extended reach profile
of hook increases safety without getting in the way. No metalto-metal contact with barbells protects the bar knurling,
means less rust and chipped paint, and more energy
absorption for dropped bars. This is the part of the cage that
you interact with most and we feel it will be the best you’ve
ever encountered.
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Your Friend When In Need
The safety arms were overbuilt for when something slips,
featuring not only a 3x2-inch cross section and ABS
wearguards, but an internal, full length 1-inch racking rod.
Lots o’ Storage
• 12 chrome-plated, frame-welded, numbered, Olympic-size
plate storage pegs that are slightly angled for safety.
• 2 angled storage pegs for resistance bands/chains.
• Upright bar storage for up to 4 Olympic bars that is safer
than hanging designs – can also hold the optional dip
attachments, optional technique trays and bench docking
system rods.
Extra Versatility
• Lower pegs for band resistance exercises
• Upper pegs for band assistance exercises (except half cages)
• Wide grip and neutral grip pull-up bars
• Attachment points for 3252 Swivel Grip Handles
• Bench docking system (compatible only with Pro Series bench)

Cages
eries Cages
hook comparison

If you think about it, the most important part of a cage is the J-hooks. This is the point of contact for weight loads and it is the most frequent
point of interaction between user and cage. Anybody can build a strong frame, but the hooks need to be adjustable, strong and easy to use.
Well, Legend has just re-written the books on hooks, and what you see here is the result. A super strong, abuse-loving, interchangeable
slab of polymer is sandwiched between two plates of steel to force the industry to re-think how hooks should be made.
Standard on all Legend Pro Series cages.

THE COMPETITION
• Wear Surfaces Composed of
Powder-Coated Steel & ABS Plastic
• No Energy-Absorbing Properties
• Small Wear Surface at Top of Sleeve
• Shorter Hook Profile

LEGEND FITNESS
• Manufactured Using Space Age Polymer
• Energy-Absorbing Properties Help
Prevent “Bounce Out”
• Extended Wear Surfaces Protect Entire
Face of Sleeve & Bottom of Hook
• Longer Hook Profile • Dampens Noise

• Metal-On-Metal Contact
• Wear Surface Not Replaceable

• Wear Surfaces Easily Replaceable

• Prone to Flaking & Rust

• Largest Oversized Hook Available

• One Color

• Custom Colors • Won’t Flake or Tarnish

“After looking at several companies, it became obvious that Legend Fitness was a leader in the market. They were
able to provide the exact equipment we needed to fit our space and our budget. Working with Legend enabled us to
come up with the best possible solution for our students and athletes. We now have a facility that is dedicated to those
looking for significant gains in the overall and sport-specific strength. By considering all aspects, Legend has
created a facility that is appealing to our male and female users, and a showpiece for all of our visitors.”		
			
– David “Geordie” Brown, Assistant Athletic Director, College of Wooster
“I just wanted to let you all know that the weight equipment arrived Friday morning, and everything looks
fantastic. I would like to Thank all of you for being a part of this process. The people at Legend Fitness were
outstanding, from their customer support to their promptness with the order. I know I had a lot of questions, and they
were easy to get in touch with and extremely caring through the process. I can already tell, with the two workouts our
football team has had with the new equipment, there is a new level of excitement from our student athletes, as well as
an entirely new level of efficiency while in the weight room!”					
– Brad Winterland, Physical Education/Head Football Coach,Ashton - Franklin Center High School

Legend
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3226 Pro Series Half Cage

The not-so-little brother to the 3221 Power Cage, the Pro Series Half Cage
doesn’t cut back on anything but floor space. The chosen cage of D1 Sports
Training, Competitive Edge Sports and Athletic Republic, the Legend Fitness
Pro Series Half Cage features only 12 frame bolts but dozens of features and
accessories. Monster Hooks with advanced polymer contact surfaces, 7 gauge
chrome racking, and made-in-East-Tennessee quality is standard with every
cage, as well as a multi-grip chin up bar, resistance band pegs, Olympic bar
storage, and 3” x 2” adjustable bar catches.
Also available in a taller version, product number 3226-9, the cage
dimensions of which are 58” x 68.5” x 116”. Shipping weight is 879 lbs.
Weights and bars sold separately. The Swivel Grip Handles and Single LandMine are
optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 829 lbs. Measurements (LxWxH): 58” X 68” X 104”

3221 pro Series POWER cage
This imposing piece of equipment towers over the weight room.
It is, quite simply, the strongest and most versatile cage on the
market. Period. Designed and made in Knoxville, Tennessee to
shoulder the load for the most discerning athletes the world over, the
Legend Pro Series Power Cage is world class.
Built from hulking 3x3-inch, 11 gauge tubing and featuring the most
interior space of any cage, with an indestructible 7 gauge chrome
racking system and finished off with durable yet replaceable UMHW
wear guards, the 3221 was designed to survive all the abuse that any
powerlifter, football team or rocket launcher could throw at it.
Also available in a taller version, dimensions are 80” x 68” x 116” and its
shipping weight is 1211 lbs. Its model number is 3221-9.
Weights, bands and bars sold separately. The Swivel Grip Handles, Pro
Series Bench, Dip Attachments and Dual LandMine are optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 980 lbs. Measurements (LxWxH): 80” X 68.5” X 104”
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3215 Pro Series Power Station

Originally designed to fulfill a design requirement for Ohio State University, the Pro
Series Power Station was designed in the “multi rack” style of racks to provide
unlimited overhead room for standing military presses, push presses,
etc., while still providing all the safety of a full cage. Like the rest
of the Pro Series lineup, the 3215 is overbuilt with 11 gauge 3” x
3” tubing with 7 gauge chrome plated racking, so there’s
no doubt that these are lifting devices of the “heavy duty”
variety. Much like your sister’s convertible, extra buttresses
down low restore the structural integrity lost when the top
was chopped off.
Pro Series Bench and Swivel Grip Handles are optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 960 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 91.5” X 68.5” X 99.5”

3227 pro series Double-sided
Half cage
The ideal in powerful strength development while maximizing
floor space, the 3227 Double-Sided Half Cage has all the regular
features of the class-leading 3226 Pro Series Half Cage, but this
time there are two of them back to back, allowing you to quickly
process your athletes through the most demanding of strength
training exercises.
NOTE: Neither version of this cage, when disassembled, will fit through a
single door. Double doors are required for installation.
Also available in a taller version, the 3227-9, the dimensions of
which are 110” x 68” x 116”. Its shipping weight is 1352 lbs.
Weights and bars sold separately. Pro Series Benches are
optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 1152 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 110” X 68.5” X 104”

Legend
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3264 Pro Series
MODULAR HALF CAGE

Even though Legend Pro Series cages have been CAD
developed to use as few fasteners as possible to provide
the ultimate in structural rigidity, there are those that still
desire a system that takes things a step further. Pro Series
Modular Cages feature everything that you may already
be familiar with in the Pro Series cages, but eliminates
the rear lower crossmember for a very open walk-through
design, uses low profile flat steel instead of steel tubing
as the “feet” of the cage, and then adds the ability for the
cages to be linked together using 72-inch rear connectors
and 96-inch side connectors – each with multi-grip pull-up
stations. When two or more of these cages are bolted
together using this system, the rigidity is multiplied,
creating an extremely stable “jungle” of cages and pull-up
stations. The more racks that are added to the “jungle”, the
more rigid the whole assembly becomes.
Weights and bars sold separately. Swivel Grip
Handles, Pro Series Bench, Dual Landmine,
Dip Attachments, Modular Crossmembers and
Squat Seat are optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 948 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 58” X 68.5” X 104”

3263 Pro series
Modular POWER cage
Originally developed to meet the specific demands
of Coach Chip Pugh of TTU, the 3263 Pro Series
Modular Cage features everything that you may
already be familiar with in the 3221 Pro Series Power
Cage, but adds the ability for the cages to be linked
together using 72-inch rear connectors and 96-inch
side connectors – each with multi-grip pull-up stations.
When two or more of these cages are bolted together
using this system, the rigidity is multiplied, thus
benefitting from shared rigidity.
The feet of the cage are a solid piece of 3/4-inch steel
plate, eliminating any structural joints low on the cage and allows for each side of
the cage to be one fully welded unit. In the end, you have the most rigid system
to be found anywhere, resulting in rows of cages that won’t just be there to catch
heavy loads, but likely won’t even shimmy while doing so.
Weights, bands and bars sold separately. The Swivel
Grip Handles, Pro Series Benches, Dip Attachments,
Technique Trays, Modular Crossmembers and Dual
LandMines are optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 1100 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 75” X 68.5” X 104”
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cage system

Why modluar cages? Because the conncecting crossmembers provide additional pull-up areas/suspension training stations, as well as
shared rigidity above and beyond what single cages can provide. The integrated Fusion Modules give you even more versatility within a
given footprint.

Legend
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3321 Pro series
triple POWER cage

A heavier-duty version of our 3209 Triple Power Cage. The
“triple” part of the name comes from the fact that it provides
the user with three different exercise zones. It’s three Three
THREE cages in one! On one side, there’s a half cage. On the
other, there’s a full power cage with outside hooks and safety
arms comprising the second and third exercise zones.
So, our Triple Power Cage represents an incredible value
for your cage dollar, complete with all the fine qualities
normally associated with our Pro Series line, such as
offset, chrome-plated racking fashioned from extra-thick 7
gauge steel.

Weights and bars sold separately. The Swivel Grip Handles and
Pro Series Bench are
optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 1150 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH):
106” X 68.5” X 104”

“We appreciate Legend Fitness above and beyond here at CCF! We had an amazing experience with them from
a business standpoint and we also got a chance to sincerely know Andrew, Pierre, Charles, and all of the other
technicians that came. They are a big part of why business has been so great! CCF would not look the way it does
without their professional expertise and technological insight that created the exact layout that we were searching for.
Fitness is my passion and CCF is my dream. It’s official now thanks to Legend Fitness!
Thank you from the depth of my heart.”
			
– Camie Cragg-Lyman, Camie Cragg Fitness
“Received our order today at Steelhouse Fitness in Miami, Florida! Unreal quality and truly amazing design. We
are thrilled to be working with Legend Fitness as we prepare for the launch of the Brickhouse Franchise. We couldn’t
have picked a better partner.”
			
– Lucsa Irwin, Steelhouse Fitness
“Your shipment was well received by our customer yesterday.
After unpacking, he told me that all his staff have enthused about your excellent equipment and elaborate packing
materials, which were perfectly satisfactory. Thank you for your kind support and thoughtful consideration.
We will come back to you when he is ready to place another order.”
			
– SJ Park, Manager, Wooree Trading Corporation, South Korea
“I want to thank you for all you have done for us throughout this endeavor. The equipment went together quickly
and is of the highest quality. The kids are chomping at the bit to get in and use the facility. I can’t express how
fantastic the transformation has been. I would love to update you in the future and let you know how the change has
impacted our school and athletic programs. Someone took a picture and put it on Instagram or Facebook page and the
comments are that people can’t believe it is the same place.
Again it was a pleasure working with you.”
			
– Josh Mull, Reynolds High School, Pennsylvania
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Two-Tone Powder Coat

Bring a little extra class to your training room by choosing a contrasting color for cage
crossmembers and attachments. Choose from any of our 16 standard powder coat
finishes. For Pro Series cages, this is a NO COST OPTION!
Product Number: 2-Tone

Bench Docking System

A patent-protected design that keeps our 3222 Pro Series Bench simply and securely
located. Quicker bench placement + increased safety + NO COST OPTION = no
brainer. Product Number: 3222-D

Swivel Grip Pull-Up Handles

If you’re the hardy sort that finds regular pull-ups and chin-ups too easy, then boost
the difficulty and the number of stabilizing muscle groups with these. Each handle rotates in three dimensions to provide a less focused, but more challenging, upper body
workout. Product Number: 3252

Cage Connectors

Experience the phenomenon of “shared rigidity” by linking your Modular or Pro Series
cages together with 3x3-inch, fully welded tubing with wide grip and neutral grip pullup bars and attachment points for 3252 Swivel Grip Handles. Deep flange plates for
four bolts on each side ensure a solid connection.
3263-72C 72-Inch Front-to-Back Connector for Modular Cages
3263-96C 96-Inch Side-to-Side Connector for Modular Cages
3221-72C 72-Inch Front-to-Back Connector for non-Modular Cages
3221-96C 96-Inch Side-to-Side Connector for non-Modular Cages

Technique Trays

Acting as a barbell pedestal, Technique Trays bring your heavy work outside the cage
and onto the platform. Use them as an additional safety device or just save your back
on those dead lifts!
3221-T Technique Trays for Power Cages
3226-T Technique Trays for Half Cages

Landmines

Secure an Olympic bar in the sleeve(s), slip a weight onto the other end, and do a
variety of exercises like shoulder presses, rows, cleans and laterals. Seamlessly move
from one exercise to another. Put a barbell in each hand with the Dual Landmine, or
hand one of the bars to a partner and you can do mirroring exercises to work on athletic independence and reaction times.
3233 Single Landmine 3235 Dual Landmine

Inverted Monster Hooks

Don’t let the name confuse you. The entire hook isn’t upside down. This is a hook
that can be used on the outside front of the cage, giving your Pro Series cage another
workout zone. Product Number: 3247

Inverted Safety Arms

Safety arms for the outside front of the cage, used in conjunction with the Inverted
Monster Hooks above. Product Number: 3246

Step Attachment

A fully welded diamond plate platform for the outside front of the cage for step-up
exercises.
3249 Power Cage Step Attachment
3250 Half Cage Step Attachment

Independent Dip Attachments

Independent, fully welded dip attachments that can be conveniently stored in the standard bar storage found on all Pro Series cages.
3255 Half Cage Dip Attachment

Legend
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Assistance Band Pegs

“Fat Bar” Pull-Up Bar
(Pro Style Top Crossmember optional)

Fully Welded Uprights

Chrome-Plated, Angled,
Numbered, Plate Storage

Beefy J-Hooks

Beefy Spotter Arms

Resistance Band Pegs

white = standard feature
orange = optional equipment

3103 Three-Way Bench

STANDARD FEatuRES
Overbuilt for Strength
11 gauge 3x3-inch tubing throughout the entire frame
provides more strength in the same way that a soda can is
more difficult to bend than a drinking straw.
The Ultimate in Rigidity
Like most Legend Fitness items, the Pro Series Cages
have been developed with 3D CAD software to use as few
fasteners as possible. Each side of these cages is a single
welded piece, reducing the possible points of weakness while
reducing maintenance needs.
Beefy J-Hooks
Five pieces of thick steel and a solid 1-inch rod are welded
together to make our Beefy J-Hook, the standard bar holder
in the Legend lineup that could easily be considered an
upgrade item elsewhere.

14

Quickly Adjustable
Laser-cut numbering and 2-inch hole spacing accommodates
different users of different statures and abilities quickly.
Lots o’ Storage
12 chrome-plated, frame-welded, numbered, Olympic-size
plate storage pegs that are angled upward two degrees for a
little bit of extra safety.
Safety Unparalleled

Bolt-down tabs are found on all corners for that extra measure of
safety and stability.

e Series Cag
Performance SERIES CAGES
3121 Power RAck

When it comes to power rack essentials, the Legend Fitness 3121 is definitely the
Essentials, but with a burly, powder coated capital E. There are only four posts
so the 3121 is an excellent choice for those with limited budgets and space, but
there is enough room inside to do what you need to do. Speaking of those posts,
they are hewn from 3x3 inch, 11 gauge steel and feature 2-inch hole spacing with
laser-cut numbering. The standard top crossmember is a pull-up bar with a round
cross section, and the standard J-hooks are welded from multiple pieces to be the
strongest in the industry. All that, plus a long list of available upgrades means that
the the Legend Power Rack is a cage that can grow with you.
Shipping Weight: 360 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 48” X 48” X 88”

3133 Power Cage
The foundation of our Performance Series line of American-made cages, the Power
Cage has the most accessories and options of any cage in the Legend lineup. 42
inches of room is inside the massive uprights, 12 welded chrome pegs stand out
in the rear for weight storage, the welded J-hooks are the strongest in the industry,
a chin bar is included, and it has a strong, wide base that is five feet from front
to rear. And when used with a Three-Way Utility Bench, every major lift can be
accomplished in one location.
Also available with a 3-inch thick oak and rubber insert platform as
product number 3199.
Bars and plates sold separately. Bench, Beefy Spotter Arms and band pegs are
optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 490 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH):
59.5” X 68” X 88”

3142 half cage
The premier half cage. This is our top-selling cage among high schools and those with
floorspace and/or budget concerns. The Legend Fitness Half Cage features an open design
wide enough and deep enough to accomplish all of your goals, yet its footprint is small enough
to allow you to keep more space in your weight room. A 3” x 3” frame with only 8 frame bolts
(compared with the competition’s 20 or more) means that this is the most rigid half cage you’ll
look at today. Or any day.
Lifting area is 54 inches deep. Spotter arms reach 24 inches from the front of the uprights and
are an extra beefy 3” x 2” in cross section on a solid 1-inch racking rod. Each upright is a
single, fully welded piece for ease of assembly and unparalleled rigidity.
Also available with a 3-inch thick oak and rubber
insert platform as product 3202.
Bars and plates sold separately.

Legend

Shipping Weight: 394 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 56” X 68” X 88”
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3142-FT functional trainer
Fusion Half cage

Of all the cages in this catalog, this one is a strong candidate for offering
the most versatility in the smallest area. New for 2013, the 3142-FT
combines the dozens of ground-based cable exercises that are possible
with a functional trainer with all the freeweight barbell exercises available
in a half cage. No compromises were made in the combining of the two,
as the cage and trainer function just as well as they did independently.
The functional trainer features 200 lb weight stacks that are upgradeable
to 250 lb, and the Half Cage can still accept most Legend accessories.
Bars and plates sold separately.
Pro Style Crossmember is an optional upgrade.
Shipping Weight: 1482 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 65” X 68.5” X 94”

3171 Fat Bar Power Station
The perfect training tool for any serious training, any exercise can be done safely and
effectively with this unbeatable combination. Identical to the 3141 Power Station
except that it has two upper pull-up bar crossmembers as opposed to one. One
pull-up bar is 1¼ inch in diameter, the other is the 2-inch Fat Bar for increasing
grip strength. Open top design gives you all the headroom you need for overhead
exercises.
Also available with a 3-inch thick oak and rubber insert
platform as product number 3201.
Bars and plates sold separately.
Shipping Weight: 464 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 59” X 68” X 88”

3155 Double-Sided Half Cage
It’s all in a day’s work when you incorporate the Double-Sided Half Cage into your training.
You’ll be amazed at how quickly workouts can be completed when two athletes can train
simultaneously. Long safety arms stand guard for when the load becomes too much.
The Double-Sided Half Cage can be bolted to a lifting platform or be used totally
alone. Besides being infinitely adjustable, this double threat features generous
plate storage, the strongest welded J-hooks in the industry, a standard chin bar
and a “FAT BAR” chin bar for training variety.
Also sold with one oak insert platform as product number 3203, or with two oak platforms
as product number 3204.
Bars and plates sold separately.
Three-Way Benches are optional extras.
Shipping Weight: 605 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 92” X 68” X 88”
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3209 Triple Power Cage

Essentially, this is a Performance Series Power Rack and Half Cage
merged into one, with a set of inverted safety arms and hooks added
outside of the rack to provide three workout zones. Hence, the
Triple Power Cage. On one side, a user has the choice of performing
exercises within the relative safety of a four-post power rack; or, if the user
needs a little more room, he can opt to use the reverse spotter arms and
hooks to perform routines in front. On the other side, another athlete
can perform half cage routines as well.
Also available with a platform as product number 3210.
Shipping Weight: 610 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 126” X 68” X 92.5”

3904 Continuum Quarter Cage/squat stand
The 3904 is the freestanding soldier of the Continuum Cage System army. Far from a discount
pull-up rack, the Continuum Quarter Cage/Squat Stand features the same uprights as our
Performance Series line of cages. That means that Performance Series cage
accessories will work with the 3904 just as well as our Performance Series Half
Cage, such as Landmines, step and dip attachments. In fact, you could be
forgiven for thinking of the Continuum Quarter Cage/Squat Stand as a half cage
but without plate storage. To ensure that things remain stable with only two
uprights, our design team developed huge 3/16-inch thick buttresses secured
with no fewer than five case-hardened bolts over post flanges secured
with two additional bolts.
If that’s not enough, the 3904 can be bolted to other cages using the
Continuum Connectors to create a line or jungle of connected cages,
providing shared rigidity, more pull-up stations, or additional suspension
training areas.
The easily assembled design allows for boxed shipment, which makes this our
only cage that is a stocked item which can be shipped in 1-2 weeks with fixed
freight cost on single unit orders.
Notable features:
• Small footprint
• Laser-cut numbering
• 2-inch hole spacing
• Accepts most Performance Series cage accessories
• Can be linked to other cages via Continuum Connectors
• 42-inch wide interior space
• Thick 1¼ inch pull-up bar
• Stocked item, ships in 1-2 weeks
• Fixed freight cost
• Available only in our tactical Carbide Black finish

Legend
Bar, plates and Dual Landmine sold separately.
Shipping Weight: 188 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 51” X 54” X 90”
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Two-Tone Powder Coat

Match your equipment crossmembers to team or facility colors. J-hooks, safety arms
and accessories must remain in chip-resistant Silver Vein finish.
Product Number: 2-Tone

Pro Style Top Crossmember

Great looking, this substitution upgrade also offers several advantages: additional
clearance for taller users to perform pull-ups, a wide grip bar outside the cage, two
neutral grips inside the cage, foam rubber grips for comfort, and the ability to accept
3252 Swivel Grip Handles. Product Number: 3256

Cage Connectors

Experience the phenomenon of “shared rigidity” by linking your Performance Series
cages together with 3x3-inch, fully welded tubing with wide grip and neutral grip pullup bars and attachment points for 3252 Swivel Grip Handles.
3133-72C 72-Inch Front-to-Back Connector
3133-96C 96-Inch Side-to-Side Connector

Landmines

Seamlessly move from one exercise to another while performing variety of exercises
like shoulder presses, rows, cleans and laterals. Make the exercises unilateral with Dual
Landmine, or hand one of the bars to a partner and you can do mirroring exercises.
3233 Single Landmine 3235 Dual Landmine

Performance Series Monster Hooks

With a long and deep profile, fully welded, and a very tough polymer contact area, this
is one upgrade that makes a big difference. Less metal-on-metal contact means less
chipping and rust and more energy dispersion in emergency drops.
Product Number: 3207

Step Attachment

A fully welded diamond plate platform for the outside front of the cage for step-up
exercises. Product Number: 3172

Dip Attachment

Redesigned to feature much longer 17-inch handles to allow more clearance for the
user, and more grip positions with 15-inch-long foam rubber grips. Fully welded,
secures with a beefy 1-inch bolt. Product Number: 3147

Beefy Spotter Arms

A substitution upgrade for the standard 1-inch safety rods, these are built from 3x2
inch 11 gauge tubing. Built to take a pounding over and above what even a powerlifter
can throw at them. Product Number: 3236

Adjustable Band Peg Spotter Arms

Offers height adjustable band training, with three 6-inch band pegs on the outside of
each attachment, and featuring a pop pin design that allows the arms to be securely
locked in place. Not compatible with Half Cages or the 3230 Combo Cage.
Product Number: 3236-B

Walk-Through Olympic Bar Storage

Substitution for lower rear crossmember that features vertical storage sleeves for
Olympic bars to slide into that is safer than hanging designs. Located along the sides
of the cage, allowing a spotter unobstructed walk-through access!
Product Number: 3261

Inverted Safety Arms

Fully welded, with a 1-inch diameter steel rod to bear the weight. Deep front lip for
additional safety and provides users with the option of doing lifts in front of the cage as
well as within. Product Number: 3244

Lower Resistance Band Pegs Product Number: 3238-L
Upper Assistance Band Pegs Product Number: 3238-U
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3223 Pro Series
Insert Platform

Our octagonal lifting platforms make the perfect complement to our Pro Series
Cages by providing a 6x8-foot lifting area, 3 inches thick with a handmade oak
tongue-and-groove insert running back into the cage area. Unlike the channel
frames of some of our competitors, our frame is constructed from 3x2-inch
rectangular tubing for greater dent resistance. The frame is also consists of only
three pieces and features a front ramp standard. Our unique wood finish will not
flake or chip, no matter what you drop on it. A custom logo is available as product
number 3144-P. If you would rather have more rubber in place of the hardwood, opt for
product number 3223-R, but you can’t get a logo on it.
Shipping Weight: 1175 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 130” X 101” X 3”

7007 VibePlate Platform
Studies have shown that sports performance goals can be reached up to twice as fast using
Whole-Body Vibration (WBV) training. Placing the vibration device within the platform itself
eliminates the risk of stumbling and allows users to safely take full advantage of WBV
while doing standing exercises or bench work. According to the Journal of Sports
Sciences, athletes will gain strength, speed and mobility faster than conventional
training, and with decreased recovery times. Legend quality is evident
in a three-piece welded 2x6-inch tube frame and precision-cut rubber
flooring. Designed for use with the 2440 VibePlate and Legend 3226
Pro Series Half Cage only. VibePlate is sold separately, measures
24x40 inches and uses the 2mm vertical vibration form that is
preferred by experts. Frequency is adjustable from 10-60hz.
Shipping Weight: 1764 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 113” X 107” X 6”

Weightlifting Accessories
3143 Squat Stool

3254 Adjustable Squat Seat
Big steel, a solid all-welded
frame and thick padding.
Adjusts from 15.25 inches
up to 21.25 inches in 2-inch
increments.
Ship Weight: 32 lbs.
19” X 16” X 21.25”

7011 Pulling Blocks

Allows partial deadlifts to place
more focus on your hamstrings,
glutes and core. Can be
positioned for three different
heights.
Ship Weight: 70 lbs.
16.5” X 13.5” X 10.5”

3259
Chalk Bowl
/Pedestal

Stainless steel bowl affixed
to a fully welded and powder
coated pedestal. That’s it.
But then again, that’s all you
need. Chalk sold separately!
Ship Weight: 54 lbs.
18” X 18” X 40”

Fully welded with chrome
lock pins and thumbwheels.
Durable rubber top for no
slipping. 11 inches to 16
inches in 1 inch increments.
Ship Weight: 46 lbs.
18” X 18” X 16”

3167 Olympic Bar Jack

A single welded piece of get ‘em up! This handy device
is great for those that are doing a lot of weight on
Olympic lifts. A simple pull of the handle lifts the bar off
the platform just enough to make plate changes a lot
easier and quicker. Foam rubber coated handle.
Ship Weight: 82 lbs.
22” X 41” X 35”
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Freestanding Platforms
3131 6x8 Standard Platform
The best value you’ll find anywhere on a quality lifting platform. No
better platform exists at this quality and at this price point. Despite
being our most affordable platform, the 3131 features a beautiful
yet very durable laminated birch footing area, complemented
precision cut rubber impact areas and measuring three
inches thick with layered subflooring to take the abuse of the
heaviest cleans. Measures 6x8 feet. Four piece extruded tube
frame is simpler, more rigid and more resistant to denting than the
competition’s complex channel frames. Steel ramps are supplied for both sides.
Shipping Weight: 1036 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 84” X 100” X 3”

3139 8x8 Standard Platform
The larger of our two independent lifting platforms featuring
the beautiful yet very durable laminated birch footing area,
complemented by thick rubber padding on either side. That
shipping weight is not a typo. You’re looking at almost a half ton
of firm footing and floor protection. The 3139 takes a pounding
and keeps coming back for more. Measures 8x8 feet and 3
inches thick. Four piece extruded tube frame is simpler, more
rigid and more resistant to denting than what you see elsewhere.
Steel ramps are supplied for both sides.
Shipping Weight: 1175 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 108” X 100” X 3”

3194 6x8 Hardwood Platform
CAD-developed octagonal frame is constructed from 2 x 3 inch thick
tube, which is less likely to get a ding than the extruded channel
frames of our competitors, and consists of only four pieces.
Fewer frame bits means more rigidity and greater ease of
assembly. The 3⁄4” thick rubber mats are cut with a water jet for
a precision fit and manufactured to withstand the punishment
it was built for. The tongue & groove oak footing area is handassembled in our factory and treated with a durable non-chip
finish. Also available with an all rubber platform area as the 3194R.
Shipping Weight: 980 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 84” X 100” X 3”

3195 8x8 Hardwood platform
Like the 3194 above, but in a more roomy 8x8-foot dimension. Same
durable extruded tube frame, dual ramps, handmade oak and
thick rubber impact area – just more of it – in case crazy power
cleans or the accident prone are anticipated.
Shipping Weight: 1020 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 108” X 100” X 3”
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Legend Fitn
Specialty cages & Racks

3230 westside barbell Combo Cage

You’ve seen the imitators, now behold the only cage on the market designed to the
exacting standards of Louie Simmons of Westside Barbell. Some of the world’s most
powerful men use this sturdy device everyday, and it has never been broken. Unlike
any other cage on the market, this cage features 1” incremental loading and spotting
graduating to 2” for a total of 41 adjustment points. Elevated base bars accommodate
extra wide sumo stances. The Combo Cage comes with adjustable band pegs on both the
top and bottom of the cage. The set-up also includes pull-up bar, weight plate storage, and
band storage pegs.
Performance Series options and accessories
are not compatible with this cage.
Shipping Weight: 398 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 50” X 68” X 87”

3138 Peg Squat Rack
The Peg Squat Rack provides the most convenient and safest way to perform
squats. This commercial piece of fitness equipment is a staple in the free weight
room. Constructed of 3 x 3 inch tubing, it is designed to take the heaviest loads and keep
on going. Squat with confidence with this squat rack.
Bars and plates sold separately. Performance Series options and accessories
are not compatible with this cage.
Shipping Weight: 428 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 80” X 68” X 70.5”

3121-V Varsity Power Rack
Designed to fit the budget of most any strength enthusiast but strong enough to withstand
enthusiastic use, the Varsity Power Rack is the most economical rack in our esteemed lineup.
Like the Louie Simmons Combo Cage, this cage is constructed of 2-inch square tubing
instead of the usual 3-inch, but don’t worry. The uprights are fully welded and the usual
Legend quality means that this cage won’t let you down.
Affordability needn’t come at the cost of rigidity. Look into the Varsity Power Rack for your
training facility or garage gym today!
Performance Series options and accessories
are not compatible with this cage.
Shipping Weight: 311 lbs.
Measurements (LxWxH): 48” X 48” X 88”

Legend
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